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Now we need to find the solid
angle atthe point(0,0,2)
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Wechmedes them: the projectiontosphere -> cylinder
is area- preserving!I o Thenset
-at

and the solid angle=44.
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2 level E= const =c, +c2E =1+2x2 +8 is an ellipsoid, fiberedur

"C by toric, const,cz =const

frequencies of oscillators are 223

(i = -wx =frequency is Wand't=2)
linking for the common period is
(k =2.3 =6



the surface is the torus of revolution around
the z-axis
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for geodesics on a
surface of

revelation

rosint=const=o· Clairant's the
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For the torus there can be e.g. such geodesic
(view from above)
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Hint:Note similaritywith Clairant's the
Consider the surface of revolution
z=ny)=y4- y2+1 in cylindrical coold's (2,4,4)

↑ ↑
Then geodesies in (Y,y)
my light says in (x,y)

34 This picture allows one to· study behaviour of geodesics:some go through, some are
trapped in the middle section, etc.



· For a noncritical value of Ether 1-form ax has no

singularities.(Indeed,differentiateto getydy+v"(X)dX=0.
then

y
=

- x) which is homophi,for
atie

*for dy UL,3. The cases of dy U=1and2 are special.
· For Newton's eqin Y =3x-x-1(= -)
the potential is a polynomial of deg=4:

U(x) =1" - 2+x



The level

** - 34 +x =E

is an elliptic curve E in RE/x,y>...theperiodasareIs

xy =x
E in E we obtain

- =-
i.e the periods are thesame!



#62:Letv=yo-sinxoty. Thentheegintoa
i.e. solution u always increases* along periodic orbits!
Thus u =0



#63:Now v=yfx +sinxot and LrU=y, Ux=Y"
xY The initial cond'n onthey-axis

defines solution i alongE characteristics intersecting the y-axis,
i.e. everywhere on R* outside
"the eyes."For instance,

n =4(y+cosx-1] +xis a solution on R2.

=>existence

Any choice inside the eyes-> nonuniqueness



#61: theegin of characteristics I =1
x =u

(pendulum egin) E i
=Sinx

the surface defined by ult
=

0 is nota graph

u =u(x,t) where the pendulum trajectories start

"passing by "each other, i.e. for t
Thus the maxinterval is to,)

w/ forcing:-
This is the Burgers in

for x=YIt), i =u(x,t)

is =U+4xy =ke+Uux, is

=SinX-pendulum
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